STUDY GUIDE: UNIT TEST ON “SWEET 15”

IF YOU HAVE YOUR OWN DEVICE, PLEASE BRING IT FOR THE TEST. IF YOU PREFER TO TYPE, I WILL HAVE THE VOSTROS CART.

TEST FORMAT

- 12 True/False Questions (3 points each)
- Definition Section and short response (4 pts. each)
- Short answer questions: this section requires responses to be written in complete sentences. (4 points each)

TEST PREPARATION

- Have watched and understand ALL portions of Sweet 15—the movie (you can come and watch at guide, check out the movie from township library, or watch via Netflix)
- Study your movie questions packet (notebook page #14)
- Review handout on amnesty and immigration. (notebook page #13)
- Review all questions in your study guide (#13), and all worksheets relating to the Sweet 15 Unit (#12, #15, #16 etc.)

DEFINITIONS/SHORT RESPONSE

1. What is an immigrant?
2. What is an illegal immigrant?
3. What is the definition of amnesty?
4. What does amnesty offer? (Be specific and include examples)
5. What does amnesty allow illegals to gain?
   a) Characters in the movie- Samuel--Jorge---Ines—Ramon---Octavio---Gabi--- what is the connection to Marta DelaCruz?
   b) “La migra”: What does this phrase mean? What is the purpose of individuals shouting this phrase?
   c) Where does the movie take place? What is the customary dance performed at a quinceanera?
   d) Why does Samuel keep his “secret” hidden from his family and employers? Where does he keep his important documents?
   e) How do Marta and Ramon help Samuel? What does Marta realize after visiting her father’s former employers?
   f) What happens at the very end of the movie?
   g) What is the relationship like between Marta and her father? How does it change?